Teaming up with AKACOMMUNITY to promote community health

In April, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas joined forces with the Orange County Human Rights Commission of the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority for a Community Health Day event to promote community wellness efforts and was long been focused on the AKA Community Health Day Event. Saleema Wingfield, community outreach specialist for Rep. Thomas, poses with Thomas’s Long Island colleagues at the Turnbuckle complex.
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Is the state holding unclaimed property for you?

The state House of Representatives unanimously adopted a resolution on the day of its 75th anniversary.
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Fighting back against violence in the community

In March, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas called an Emergency Family Meeting to bring together the communities that form the 181st Legislative District for a frank discussion about the recent rise in violence and methods to combat it. Representatives from Mothers In Charge, a Philadelphia-based national advocacy group that supports anti-violence initiatives, spoke at the event about the importance of community support in ending neighborhood violence. Attendees also had the opportunity to voice their safety concerns and viable solutions were discussed. The meeting was held in response to the 54 violent crimes that occurred in the area surrounding Broad and Somerset streets in March. As a result of the community meeting, the West of Broad Communities that Care Coalition was established.

Thomas said he will never accept violence in the community as a social norm and, urged attendees to remain proactive in their quest to end gun violence. At the rally, Thomas provided attendees with crime prevention tips to help safeguard their homes, themselves and their loved ones. He also called for legislative action to stem the flow of illegal guns flowing the community.

In January, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas and his staff held the 2016 Children and Family Health Fair Expo. The event, which was located at the North Columbia YMCA, was well-attended by community members and vendors from various health and fitness organizations.

At the Expo, community members had the opportunity to receive free health screenings and information on health wellness from providers, while enjoying light refreshments and performances from local students.

Be Fit 2016

In February, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas held a community town hall meeting and an informational forum over two days that focused on dispelling the use of 911 as the “first line of defense” when youth ages 2 through 21 demonstrate noncriminal but challenging behavior at home or in public settings.

Thomas said he held the event to start a conversation about the behavioral challenges facing children in the community and to determine whether there is an over-reliance on 911 calls for noncriminal behavior.

On the first day of the event, attendees, including stakeholders and providers, received information from presenters about the various behavioral health challenges facing young community members and offered strategies to improve individual outcomes. On the second day, a panel of experts presented proposals, including legislative recommendations, to provide a resolution to the challenges identified during the first day.

Public Sector Job Fair and Training Program helps community members find gainful employment

In February, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas and his staff sponsored a Public Sector Job Fair and Training Program in an attempt to address unemployment and underemployment in the district.

City, state and public agencies were present at the event in an effort to assist qualified candidates secure family-sustaining jobs. The event also featured various training programs for attendees in need of job-readiness assistance.

The Job Fair was well attended by community members over 25 of whom reported that they had been contacted for a job placement interview as a result of the event.

In June, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas hosted his 2016 Children and Family Health Fair Expo to ensure the community has the information and resources needed to live healthy and happy lives.

Thomas helps secure state grant for area green roof

In April, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas announced that the green infrastructure project on Temple University’s new library has secured a $67 million, low-interest state loan.

The Temple green roof, which will be completed in 2016 as part of the university’s capital campaign, will benefit both the university and the surrounding community by mitigating storm water runoff and reducing sediment being introduced into the Delaware River.

Thomas, who in March 2014 issued a statement by the executive director of the Pennsylvania Infrastructure Investment Authority supporting the project, said the green roof will ensure the new 210,000-square-foot library will be in compliance with the strongest Philadelphia Water Department standards for landscape and building design in the city.

This Pennwest project is bound to be a “boon for both the Temple and the local community,” according to Thomas as the green roof will improve area water quality, reduce heat island effects, and create 50 jobs, 40 of which will be filled by state residents.

The interest rate on the loan is 1 percent for the first five years, rising to 1.72 percent for the remaining 15.

Two-day Bridging the Gap community building event a success

In February, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas held a community town hall meeting and an informational forum over two days that focused on dispelling the use of 911 as the “first line of defense” when youth ages 2 through 21 demonstrate noncriminal but challenging behavior at home or in public settings.

Thomas said he held the event to start a conversation about the behavioral challenges facing children in the community and to determine whether there is an over-reliance on 911 calls for noncriminal behavior.

On the first day of the event, attendees, including stakeholders and providers, received information from presenters about the various behavioral health challenges facing young community members and offered strategies to improve individual outcomes. On the second day, a panel of experts presented proposals, including legislative recommendations, to provide a resolution to the challenges identified during the first day.

Community Note: Thomas and his staff developed a Crisis Resource Directory, which was distributed at the Bridging the Gap event. If you are interested in obtaining a copy of that resource guide, please contact Thomas’ district office at (215) 922-3891.

In May, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas hosted an Emergency Family Meeting at the Cecil B. Moore Recreation Center to discuss recent crime in the community and ways to stay safe.

Then & Now: Reflections on African American Legends in North Philadelphia

In observation of Black History Month, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas invited area students to learn about local historical and cultural figures, who join a select group of African American leaders, at the Howard Gittis Community Library.

Thomas said he was inspired to host the event in an effort to increase awareness among students, youth and the community at-large about African American legends from the North Philadelphia area.

Attendees were treated to presentations about legendary Civil Rights leader and anti-apartheid activist, Mr. Nelson Mandela; Sullivan Principles; and Cecil B. Moore, former city councilman and civil rights activist.

In March, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas held an Emergency Family Meeting to bring together the community that forms the 181st Legislative District for a frank discussion about the recent rise in violence and methods to combat it. Representatives from Mothers In Charge, a Philadelphia-based national advocacy group that supports anti-violence initiatives, spoke at the event about the importance of community support in ending neighborhood violence. Attendees also had the opportunity to voice their safety concerns and viable solutions were discussed. The meeting was held in response to the 54 violent crimes that occurred in the area surrounding Broad and Somerset streets in March. As a result of the community meeting, the West of Broad Family Meeting at the Cecil B. Moore Recreation Center to discuss recent crime in the community and ways to stay safe.

In February, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas held a community town hall meeting and an informational forum over two days that focused on dismantling the use of 911 as the “first line of defense” when youth ages 2 through 21 demonstrate noncriminal but challenging behavior at home or in public settings. Thomas said he held the event to start a conversation about the behavioral challenges facing young people, which he said too often result in trauma, inappropriate labeling, juvenile criminal intervention, over-medication, homelessness, violence and inadequate education. On the first day of the event, attendees, including stakeholders and providers, received information from presenters about the various behavioral health challenges facing young community members and offered strategies to improve individual outcomes. On the second day, a panel of experts presented proposals, including legislative recommendations, to provide a resolution to the challenges identified during the first day.

Two-day Bridging the Gap community building event a success

In February, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas held a community town hall meeting and an informational forum over two days that focused on dismantling the use of 911 as the “first line of defense” when youth ages 2 through 21 demonstrate noncriminal but challenging behavior at home or in public settings. Thomas said he held the event to start a conversation about the behavioral challenges facing young people, which he said too often result in trauma, inappropriate labeling, juvenile criminal intervention, over-medication, homelessness, violence and inadequate education. On the first day of the event, attendees, including stakeholders and providers, received information from presenters about the various behavioral health challenges facing young community members and offered strategies to improve individual outcomes. On the second day, a panel of experts presented proposals, including legislative recommendations, to provide a resolution to the challenges identified during the first day.

Thomas helps secure state grant for area green roof
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Bridging the Gap event a success

In February, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas held a community town hall meeting and an informational forum over two days that focused on dismantling the use of 911 as the “first line of defense” when youth ages 2 through 21 demonstrate noncriminal but challenging behavior at home or in public settings. Thomas said he held the event to start a conversation about the behavioral challenges facing young people, which he said too often result in trauma, inappropriate labeling, juvenile criminal intervention, over-medication, homelessness, violence and inadequate education. On the first day of the event, attendees, including stakeholders and providers, received information from presenters about the various behavioral health challenges facing young community members and offered strategies to improve individual outcomes. On the second day, a panel of experts presented proposals, including legislative recommendations, to provide a resolution to the challenges identified during the first day.

Public Sector Job Fair and Training Program helps community members find gainful employment

In February, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas and his staff sponsored a Public Sector Job Fair and Training Program in an attempt to address unemployment and underemployment in the district. City, state and public agencies were present at the event in an effort to assist qualified candidates secure family-sustaining jobs. The event also featured various training programs for attendees in need of job-readiness assistance. The Job Fair was well attended by community members over 25 of whom reported that they had been contacted for a job placement interview as a result of the event.

State Rep. Thomas helps secure state grant for area green roof.

In March, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas called an Emergency Family Meeting to bring together the community that forms the 181st Legislative District for a frank discussion about the recent rise in violence and methods to combat it. Representatives from Mothers In Charge, a Philadelphia-based national advocacy group that supports anti-violence initiatives, spoke at the event about the importance of community support in ending neighborhood violence. Attendees also had the opportunity to voice their safety concerns and viable solutions were discussed. The meeting was held in response to the 54 violent crimes that occurred in the area surrounding Broad and Somerset streets in March. As a result of the community meeting, the West of Broad Family Meeting at the Cecil B. Moore Recreation Center to discuss recent crime in the community and ways to stay safe.

Community Note:
Thomas said the staff developed a Crisis Response Guide, which was distributed at the Bridging the Gap event. If you are interested in obtaining a copy of that resource guide, please contact Thomas’ district office at (215) 905-3361.
In January, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas and his staff held the 2016 Children and Family Health Fair Expo. The event, which was located at the North Columbia YMCA, was well-attended by community members and vendors from various health and fitness organizations. The Expo provided attendees with the opportunity to receive free health screenings and information on health wellness from providers, while enjoying light refreshments and performances from local students.

At the Health Expo, community members had the opportunity to receive free health screenings and information on health wellness from providers, while enjoying light refreshments and performances from local students.

Fighting back against violence in the community

In March, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas called an Emergency Family Meeting to bring together the communities that form the 181st Legislative District for a frank discussion about the recent rise in violence and methods to combat it. Representatives from Mothers In Charge, a Philadelphia-based national advisory group that supports anti-violence initiatives, shared strategies for ending neighborhood violence. Attendees also had the opportunity to voice their safety concerns and viable solutions were discussed. The meeting was held in response to the 54 violent crimes that occurred in the area surrounding Broad and Somerset streets in March. As a result of the community meeting, the West of Broad Family Meeting at the Cecil B. Moore Recreation Center to discuss recent crime in the community and ways to stay safe.

In February, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas held a community town hall meeting and an informational forum over two days that focused on dismantling the use of 111 as the “last line of defense” when youth ages 2 through 21 demonstrate noncriminal but challenging behavior at home or in public settings. Thomas said he held the event to start a conversation about the behavioral challenges facing young people, especially in the African American community, including inappropriate labeling, juvenile criminal intervention, over-medication, homelessness, violence and inadequate education. On the first day of the event, attendees, including stakeholders and providers, received information from presenters about the various behavioral health challenges facing young community members and offered strategies to improve individual outcomes. On the second day, a panel of experts presented proposals, including legislative recommendations, to provide a resolution to the challenges identified during the first day.

In State Rep. Thomas led a two-day discussion at the Howard Griffin Temple University Student Center about the over-vaccination on $119 by community members in cases of juvenile misbehavior and the unintended consequences of that trend.

Thomas helps secure state grant for area green roof

In State Rep. Thomas announced that the green roof construction project on Temple University’s new library has secured a $67 million, low-interest state loan. The Temple green roof, which will be completed in 2020, will be the largest rooftop solar project in the city. It will support the combined sewer/storm water system. Additionally, the project will create 50 jobs, 40 of which will be filled by state residents.

The Previous project is bound to be a “boon for both the local community and the city.” According to Thomas, the green roof will improve water quality by reducing storm water runoff, reduce urban heat island effects and reduce the use of energy to cool buildings by up to 25%. Thomas is also working to bring state and local resources together to ensure that the project is successful.

Two-day Bridging the Gap community building event a success

In February, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas held a community town hall meeting and an informational forum over two days that focused on dismantling the use of 111 as the “last line of defense” when youth ages 2 through 21 demonstrate noncriminal but challenging behavior at home or in public settings. Thomas said he held the event to start a conversation about the behavioral challenges facing young people, especially in the African American community, including inappropriate labeling, juvenile criminal intervention, over-medication, homelessness, violence and inadequate education. On the first day of the event, attendees, including stakeholders and providers, received information from presenters about the various behavioral health challenges facing young community members and offered strategies to improve individual outcomes. On the second day, a panel of experts presented proposals, including legislative recommendations, to provide a resolution to the challenges identified during the first day.

Community Note: Thomas and his staff developed a Crisis Response Directory Resource guide, which was distributed at the Bridging the Gap event. If you are interested in obtaining a copy of that resource guide, please contact Thomas’ district office at (215) 900-2111.

In State Rep. Thomas hosted the 2016 Children and Family Health Fair Expo to ensure the community has the information and resources needed to live healthy and happy lives.

State Rep. Thomas hosted the 2016 Children and Family Health Fair Expo to ensure the community has the information and resources needed to live healthy and happy lives.

In State Rep. Thomas led a two-day discussion at the Howard Griffin Temple University Student Center about the over-vaccination on $119 by community members in cases of juvenile misbehavior and the unintended consequences of that trend.

The Temple green roof, which when completed will be one of the largest roofs of its kind in the state, will benefit both the university and the surrounding community by mitigating storm water runoff and reducing nutrient being introduced into the city’s waterways.

In March, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas called a special session to address a rise in violence and methods to combat it. Representatives from Mothers In Charge, a Philadelphia-based national advisory group that supports anti-violence initiatives, shared strategies for ending neighborhood violence. Attendees also had the opportunity to voice their safety concerns and viable solutions were discussed. The meeting was held in response to the 54 violent crimes that occurred in the area surrounding Broad and Somerset streets in March. As a result of the community meeting, the West of Broad Family Meeting at the Cecil B. Moore Recreation Center to discuss recent crime in the community and ways to stay safe.
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Two-day Bridging the Gap community building event a success

In March, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas called an Emergency Family Meeting to bring together the communities that form the 181st Legislative District for a frank discussion about the recent rise in violence and methods to combat it. Representatives from Mothers In Charge, a Philadelphia-based national advisory group that supports anti-violence initiatives, shared strategies for ending neighborhood violence. Attendees also had the opportunity to voice their safety concerns and viable solutions were discussed. The meeting was held in response to the 54 violent crimes that occurred in the area surrounding Broad and Somerset streets in March. As a result of the community meeting, the West of Broad Family Meeting at the Cecil B. Moore Recreation Center to discuss recent crime in the community and ways to stay safe.

In March, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas called an Emergency Family Meeting to bring together the communities that form the 181st Legislative District for a frank discussion about the recent rise in violence and methods to combat it. Representatives from Mothers In Charge, a Philadelphia-based national advisory group that supports anti-violence initiatives, shared strategies for ending neighborhood violence. Attendees also had the opportunity to voice their safety concerns and viable solutions were discussed. The meeting was held in response to the 54 violent crimes that occurred in the area surrounding Broad and Somerset streets in March. As a result of the community meeting, the West of Broad Family Meeting at the Cecil B. Moore Recreation Center to discuss recent crime in the community and ways to stay safe.
Teaming up with AKA to promote community health

In April, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas joined former members of the Philadelphia chapter of the Tuskegee Airmen at the Motion Field airbase in Philadelphia to commemorate the 75th anniversary of the Tuskegee Airmen. The Tuskegee Airmen were established in March 1941 at the Motion Field airbase in Philadelphia, United States. The Tuskegee Airmen were an African-American military aviation unit that served in the United States Army Air Forces during World War II.

During World War II, about 1,000 men participated in the Tuskegee Airmen program, which was established in 1941. The program was created to address the racial discrimination faced by African-American pilots during the war.

Rep. W. Curtis Thomas said he was honored to help celebrate the first African-Americans to fly in the U.S. military on their 75th anniversary. The Tuskegee Airmen were established in March 1941 at the Motion Field airbase in Tuskegee, Ala.

The state House of Representatives unanimously adopted a resolution on the 75th anniversary of the Tuskegee Airmen. The resolution honored the Tuskegee Airmen for their support in acknowledging and uplifting the African-American community.

Is the state holding unclaimed property for you?

The state treasurer is currently holding more than $3.3 billion in unclaimed property, which includes closed bank accounts, unclaimed stocks and bonds, safe deposit boxes, and unexpired gift certificates and gift cards. The treasurer wants to return this unclaimed property to its rightful owners.

To help you search the Pennsylvania Treasurer’s Office website for unclaimed property, you can search by entering the value of the property in the “Amount” field and select “All” in the “Property” drop-down menu along the top of the page. If you have questions or concerns about obtaining your SEPTA Senior Citizen Transit ID card, please contact the SEPTA Customer Service Department at (215) 861-7800.

New law allows for limited criminal record expungement

A bill recently enacted into law would allow criminal record expungement in certain situations. The new law, Act 5 of 2016, would allow people who have served their punishment and remained free of arrest or prosecution for seven to 15 years to petition to expunge their record for their record to be sealed from public view. Criminal justice and government agencies are subject to the court for their record to be sealed from public view. Criminal justice and government agencies are subject to the court for their record to be sealed from public view.
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Teaming up with AKA to promote community health

In April, state Rep. W. Curtis Thomas joined forces with the Omega Omega chapter of the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority for a Community Health Day event.

The event, which was held to help educate families about the healthy choices that are available to them, was well attended by community members and health advocates alike. “Youth and adults worked together to adapt healthy practices into their daily routine through holistic handwashing and were reminded about the importance of nutrition,” the Eagle’s mascot, Swoop, overheard a special appearance with some Eagles Cheerleaders to the delight of children and football fans of all ages.

Saleema Wingfield, community outreach coordinator for the Eagles, said it was wonderful to see a variety of groups help spread that message.

In May, the Eagles community relations department partnered with AKA to promote community health through the SEPTA SEASON program.

State Rep. W. Curtis Thomas and Rep. Stephen Kinsey (left) welcome former Rhode Island Congressman Patrick Kennedy to the Pennsylvania Capitol. Kennedy is one of the leading political voices in the nation on the issues of drug and alcohol addiction treatment and mental health.

Salome Wingfield, community outreach specialist for the Eagles, said it was wonderful to see a variety of groups.

New law allows for limited criminal record expungement

A bill recently enacted into law would allow criminal record expungement in certain situations. The new law, Act 5 of 2016, would allow people who have served their punishment and remain free of arrest or prosecution for seven to 15 years, to petition the court for their record to be sealed from public view. Criminal justice and government agencies are subject to the order for limited access, so they still will be able to see a person’s entire criminal record information. Those records will no longer be an impediment for employment or housing.

Information on expungement.
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The state House of Representatives unanimously adopted a resolution co-sponsored by state Reps. W. Curtis Thomas, Stephen Kinsey, and Jake Wheatley to pay tribute to and honor the Tuskegee Airmen on their 75th anniversary.

During World War II about 1,000 men participated, and 304 died fighting in the line of duty, which was only one of the two lost records of any war cosmetic. The Tuskegee Airmen served with special pride in their service. Thomas said he was honored to be able to celebrate the first African-American fighter group in our nation’s history.

The Tuskegee Airmen were established in March 1941 at the Motion Field airbase in Tuskegee, Ala. and 66 were lost in the line of duty, which was one of the lowest loss records of any escort group. Despite the racial injustice present in their own southern states, Americans were subjected to Jim Crow laws that denied them rights that were superior to their European counterparts.

At the time of the Tuskegee Airmen’s service, the U.S. military was racially segregated and African Americans were subjected to Jim Crow laws.

The Tuskegee Airmen are currently holding more than $2.3 billion worth of unclaimed property.
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